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The board of NewCo will therefore have the usual l6vel of responsibility and
accoutability for the activities of NerwCo as a whole and no specific arrangements are
required to achieve this.

The role and responsibilities of the board of NewCo are designed specifically to miror
the existing role and responsibilities of the board of Sky.

As News has emphasised in its esrli€r submissions to Ofcom and accepted by the CC in
Sky/ITV, editorial matters are not ordinarily matters for the board.2

Ofcom did not indicate in its R€port that it disagreed with this in principle.

Going forward, quality, experienced editorial staff such as those currently employed by
S[y News would fully urpect that they would have'ultimate responsibility for editorial
policies and decisions and would not expect those decisions to be allocated to the board"

The corporate govemance provisions of NewCo will mirror those curreirtly existing at
Sky. Ofcom appeared to place considerable weight on the existence of other shareholders
and independent directors in Sky at the present time.

Furthermore, the proposed structural solution will be supported by the regulatory overl,ay
and a culture of editorial indepe'ndence which Ofcom recognises play a role in the
analysis: nWe recognise that the impartiahtl ntles may contribute as a safeguard ggainst
potentlal influence on the nents agenda by media owners" Garagraph l.4l). Later (at
paragraph 5.96) Ofcom notes its: nvistv that aitural safeguards may be apected to go
some wcty to maintaining the editorial impaxiality of Sky Neuts".

In summary News' prqrosed structural solution will maintain the editorial independence
of Sky News against a regulatory regime and culture which promotes impartiality and
independence in the presentati6n on TV news. The Transaction will therefore have no
effect on the pluratity of persons with contol of media enterprises serving audiences in
the UIC

15. What would bc the praclical urangements for appointment and removal of the editor
and other smior editorial roles of Newco, us $,ell as ctedon of new senior edi:lpial
roles in Newco?

These matters would be determined by the managsrmenf of NewCo, as is presently the
case for Sky.
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